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It is a common practice to assume the return of a
foreign investment to be equal to the sum of the foreign
security return and the exchange rate return. We found the
assumption is valid as the product term (rf) was not
significantly different from zero.
Beta measures an asset's sensitivity to the market
portfolio. In this thesis, the beta of a foreign
-investment was-decomposed in order to identify- sources 'of
Sens itivity. Three sources were found. The f irst comes
from the asset itself (br),. the second from the exchange
rate (bf), and the third from the interaction between the
former two (brf). In general, br is the most important
.source. This finding is useful because it clarifies the
sources of systematic risks and may help investors to make
foreign exchange hedging decisions.
Whether.. our decomposition of beta can help investors
to make hedging decisions depends on the stability of
betas. We found that the total return betas B's were
unstable. Further investigation found that half of the
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In one of his seminal work in 1968, Grubel [6] found
that a diversified portfolio of international stock
indices dominated the U.S. index in terms of both risk and
return This has stimulated the investors' interest to
invest internationally, As a consequence, the topic of
int-ernational' portfolio management has received much
attention. Substantial progress in research of this area
has occurred in these two decades. Past researches have
focused on areas such as the inter-market correlation
structure.[8], effect of market imperfections [14] and
effect of foreign exchange rate volatility [19].
1.1 Oblectives
The objectives of this thesis are:
(i) to investigate the effect of foreign exchange rate
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on foreign investment
(ii) to discuss the correctness of a common method to
measure foreign investment risk and return,
which involves foreign exchange gain_.or.loss, and
(iii) to develop a new risk measurement which can be
used, to quantify foreign exchange rate risk in
foreign investments.
1.2 Data
Major stock market indices are collected from the
MORGAN STANLEY CAPITAL INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE. The
sample countries include U.S.A., Belgium, Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Switzerland and United
Kingdom. This sample resembles that of a research done by
Eun and Resnick [21] in order to-enhance comparison.. The
corresponding foreign exchange rates of these countries
are then found from the BANK OF ENGLAND QUARTERLY
BULLETIN. In addition, a World Index, which is
denominated in US$ and computed by the Morgan Stanley
Geneva, is used as a proxy for the world market portfolio.
Month end figures are used and the sample covers a thirty-
nine-month period from October 1985 to December 1988.
31. 3. Limitations
There are two limitations in this thesis. First,
since data --collection is. extremely difficult., the sample
only covers a thirty-nine-month period. This increases
the risk that our findings are subjected to the effect of
some undue short-term random fluctuations. This in turn
may hinder the generalization ability of our findings.
Second, since the U.S. dollar was weak in this period, all
other sample countries' currencies have been appreciated
relative to the U.S. dollar. As a result, these
_.-currencies-seem to-have moved in ..the same direction. This
may blur our analysis of the correlations among these
currencies in latter part of this thesis.
1.4 Organization
The organization of the thesis is as follows.
Chapter.,I is the introduction. Chapter II reviews some
literatures about international investments. Chapter III
investigates the effect of exchange rate returns on
foreign investments. Chapter IV discusses a common risk
.and_-,return measurement for international investment and
its possible misleading nature. Chapter V develops a new
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risk measurement which can be used to measure the
riskiness of a portfolio of foreign securities. Finally,




Grubel [6] is one of-the earliest researchers
who first studied international investment. He analyzed
stock indices of a number of countries and found that an
internationally diversified portfolio dominated the U.S.
market in terms of both risk and return. Japan, South
Africa and Australia were found to be critical in reducing
the total risk of the portfolio.
Levy and Sarnat [7] discovered a similar phenomenon
in a related study. Using the pairwise correlation
-coefficients-among countries, they showed that indices of
-markets which were less open to foreign investors, e.g.
Japan -.and South Africa, were not highly correlated with
those of other countries. Because of these countries' low
correlation characteristics, Levy and Sarnat concluded
that including these countries in one's investment
portfolio enhances risk diversification.
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Investments are affected by both fundamental factors,-
such as economic condition, profitability etc., and random
factors, such as speculation and financial news.. The
shorter the investment horizon, the more important will be
the effects of random factor. Conversely, the longer the
investment horizon, the more important will be the effects
of fundamental factors as the random factors cancel out
each other. Based on these expectation, Grubel and Fadner
[8] hypothesized that correlation among stock indices
would be higher for longer holding periods. They test the
intercountry correlation coefficients of weekly, monthly
and quarterly holding periods. It was found that the
correlations were the highest for quarterly returns and
the lowest for weekly returns. The results confirmed
their hypothesis and they concluded that the potential
gains from investing across countries is less for longer
holding periods.
McDonald [11], Solnik [12],- Findley and Smith [13],
Saunders and Woodward [17], Guy [18], and Biger [19] have
considered viewpoints other than that of an U.S. investor.
It was consistently found that international investment is
attractive and able to diversify.away some risks disregard
the investor's home country.
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Some-investors do not invest internationally-because
market imperfections inhibit international 'investment.
Cohn and Pringle [23] found that the more open a stock
market is to capital flows, the higher its correlation
with other markets, the lesser the gain from international
diversification. Conversely,. when the country has more
restrictions for capital flows, its market is less
correlated with other countries'. The potential gain will
be higher. But it is also more difficult to invest in
this country.
Biger [20] took the foreign exchange effect into
consideration- and tried to analyze the correlation
coefficient matrix from the viewpoints of different
countries. The correlations were different depending on
the investor's home country. This implied the efficient
frontiers- would also vary with the investor's national
perspective..
Bicksler [24]' suggested that the intertemporal
movement of intercountry correlations has important
implication on international diversification. if the
correlations are unstable, the potential gains may not
necessarily be realized. Makridakis and Wheelwright [25]
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found that intercountry correlations were always less than-
one, which is a desirable characteristic for international
diversification. However, they also discovered that these
correlations were generally-unstable over time.
In Eun and Resnick'.s study [21], ex ante efficient
portfolio selection strategies were developed to realize
potential gains from international diversification under
flexible exchange rates. Multi-currency diversification
and -hedging via forward exchange contracts were
simultaneously employed to reduce exchange risk. They
found that international portfolio- selection strategies
designed to control exchange risks almost consistently
outperformed the U.S. domestic portfolio in out-of-sample
period.
The rate. of return of a foreign investment is given
by the equation $R= R+ F+ f. However, since the
.product -term rf is small in magnitude, some people may
simply neglect it. Mantell [22] used a U.S.' investor
perspective and investigated the effect of neglecting the
product term rf. Upon his analysis, he concluded that the
product term is important and should not be neglected.
9CHAPTER III
EFFECT OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATE
3.1 Effect on Rate of Return
Since international investment inevitably involves
currency conversion in the beginning and at the end of the
investment, additional currency risk may be inherited.
--This--- uncertainty of exchange-rate may improve- or' worsen
the net return of the investment, depends on the relative
movement of the foreign currency to the investor's home
currency. The equation below shows the relationship
between the, total return and the exchange rate return:
FrDm._this equation, we see that the total return can
be broken down into three components: the security return
(R), the exchange rate return (F) and the product of the
first two terms (rf). If R and. F move in the opposite
direction, they will cancel out each other, and the
absolute magnitude of the total return ($R) will become
SR=R+F+rf (1)
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smaller. If R and F move in the same direction, they will.
reinforce each other, and the absolute magnitude of the
total return ($R) will become larger. Therefore, the
correlation between R and F takes an important role. in
determining the total return of a foreign investment.
A simple way to illustrate the effect of exchange
rate. on foreign investment is to compare the mean and
standard deviation of total returns from different
investors' perspectives. Table 1 calculates the mean and
standard deviations of the monthly return of-investing in
the sample countries: The first. two columns-represent -the
viewpoint from an U.S. investor while-the next two columns
represent the viewpoint from a Japanese investor. As we
have mentioned before, the total return is determined by
the security return (R), exchange rate return (F) and
their interaction (rf). Since the security returns (R) is
the same disregard which viewpoint we take, any difference
in the total return $R between the two viewpoints is due
to the different exchange rate return F. The table
shows that all total returns are larger if we adopt the
Japanese viewpoint. Take Belgium as an example, the mean
return from Japan viewpoint is 2.67% while that from U.S.
viewpoint is just 1.36.%. The former is almost double that
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of the latter. This example demonstrates the effect of
xchange rate return on the total 'return of a foreign
investment.
3.2 Effect on Risk
3.2.1 Single Foreign Investment
3.2.1.1 Standard deviation
The riskiness of a foreign investment is also
affected by the exchange rate return. Comparing column 2
with column 4 of Table 1, we find that the standard
deviation of investing in the sample countries from the
Japan viewpoint is lower than that from the U.S. viewpoint
(The average of the ten sample countries' standard
deviation from the Japan and U.S. viewpoints are 7.9% and
8.4% respectively). This implies that Japanese investors'
perception of risk of risk of investing in the sample countries is
lower than that of U.S. investors. Table 2(a) and 2(b)
explains this phenomenon by comparing the inter-country
returns correlation. Returns in 2(a) are denominated in
U.S. dollar while returns in 2(b) are denominated in
Japanese yen. It can be observed that the inter-country
correlations are generally higher in the U.S. case. Take
Japan and U.K. as an example, from the U.S. viewpoint the
covariance between the market indice returns is 0.51
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whereas from the Japanese viewpoint it is just 0.32. The
former exceeds the latter by 0.19, which is 59% of the
latter. As the correlation is higher, the diversification
effect... is.. lower. Therefore, Japanese investors can
benefit more from investing internationally than U.S.
investors can, because more risk will be diversified away.
3.2.1.2 Variance




From this equation, we see that the riskiness of a
foreign security is affected by the:(1) variability of R,
(2) variability of F,(3) variability of rf, (4)
interaction between R and F, (5) interaction between R
and rf and (6) interaction between F and rf. Table 3
decomposes the variance of a single foreign investment.
The table shows that VAR (R), VAR (F) are the two most
important sources of risk while COV(R,F) is the next most
important source. Take Germany as an example, the total
variance VAR ($R) is 0.008295 square percent, VAR(R) is
0.0618, VAR(F) is 0.001359 and 2COV(R,F) is 0.0011. The
sum of the last three terms equals 0.008639 and is already
a very good proxy for the total variance.
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3.2.2 A Portfolio of Foreign Investment
Diversification can be achieved by forming a
portfolio of securities. If the securities are local
securities,diversification is- enhanced through the low
inter-security correlation.
If foreign securities are used to form the portfolio,
in addition to inter-security correlation, a number of
other correlations will also affect the effectiveness of
diversification. Modern financial theories have shown
that the variance of an asset portfolio is given by:
As we have already dealed with.. the variance term,




Equation (5) reveals that the variance of a portfolio
of foreign investment is not only influenced by the
interaction among the R, F and rf of a particular asset
(e.g. correlation between Ri and Fi), but also by the
cross-interactions among the R's, F's and rf's of
different assets in the portfolio (e.g. correlation
between Rj and Fk, rfj and Fk, rfj and rfk.). Table 4
shows some correlation matrice among the sample countries.
The table highlights that the 'inter-exchange rate
correlation is larger than the inter-security correlation
for all our sample countries except Canada. The average
of the former is 0.74 whereas that of the latter is
just 0.59. In a similar study, Eun and Resnick [21] used
Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Switzerland, U.K. and U.S.
as their sample. They found that the average correlation
was 0.669 for the exchange rate changes while that for the
stock market return was just 0.319. Although the
magnitude of these correlations are different from ours,
the conclusion is similar. i.e. while the local stock
market risk can be diversified away to a large extent (by
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forming a portfolio of securities), much of the exchange
..rate is.. non-diversifiable (by forming a portfolio of
foreign exchanges).
Eun and Resnick [21] stopped.here'* and concluded that
foreign exchange rate hinder diversification. Equation
(3) suggests that this may not be true because we have to
consider the effects of the other correlations. Take the
security-exchange rate correlations as an example, Table 4
shows that the security-exchange rate correlation is very
low.' ''This 'enhances diversification and dilutes the
unfavorable non-diversifiable risk induced by foreign
_ex.change. Sherefore.,.___whe.ther_ the:_f.oreign_.exchange..._.sate
can----improve:-.cr- worsen the effectiveness- -of diversification
depends on the relative magnitude between the inter-
exchange correlation and other exchange rate related
correlations. We will discuss this issue more thoroughly
in Chapter IV of this thesis..
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CHAPTER IV
A COMMONLY USED RETURN MEASUREMENT
4.1 Effect on Rate of Return
As we have mentioned before, the total return of a
foreign investment is given by the equation:
However, since both the local security return (R) and
the exchange rate return (F) are usually small in
magnitude, the cross-product (rf) is likely to be very
small. Because of this, some researches, such as Levi
[7], Eun and Resnick [21], simply neglect the cross-
product. term and proxy the true return by the sum of the
security return (R) and exchange rate return (F).
Mantell [22] tries to look at this issue in an ex
ante setting, and he describes neglecting RF as:
a common methodological error in measuring the
SR = R +F +rf
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dollar returns from foreign asset holdings
He also points out that the cause of this error is due
to:
failing to recognize that the expected dollar
rate of return to a U.S. investor is a function
of the relationship between the exchange rate
at the end of the holding period and the
insular return, as we'll as of the average
values of those two during the period.
In the following paragraphs, we will use a us
investor perspective for comparison purpose. Meanwhile,
we will let $BR be the biased return which neglects the
product term, and STR be the true return which includes
the product term.
4.1.1 Methodology
In his paper, mantell ranks the sample conutries
returns according to (1) the biased return $BR and (2) the
true return $TR. We will replicate Mantell's methodology
for comparison purpose. one major pitfall of ranking is
i.e.
SBR = R + F
STR = R + F + rf
and
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that it emphasizes on the relative magnitude of the bias
rather than the absolute magnitude. If the biases are
uniform across the sample e.g. if all the sample-countries
$BR's uniformly underestimate the corresponding $TR's by
10%, the $BR and $TR ranking will be the same. As a
result, although the bias may be large, 10% in our
example, the effect of neglecting RF cannot be detected.
In order to overcome this pitfall, we will also consider
the magnitude of the bias. We will use the two-tail t-
test to test whether the bias is significantly different
from zero.
...4-1-2--Results-
Table 5 compares the ranking of mean returns by using
$BR and $TR. Mantell found eleven out of sixteen
countries in his sample changed in ranking if different
definition.of total. return is used. However, we did not
find such a phenomenon in our sample. The rankings are
exactly.,the same for all countries.
Table 6 calculates the bias ($BR-$TR) if we use $BR
instead of $TR. In Mantell's sample, the bias is large
and ranges from -0.03% to 11.08%. In contrast, the bias
is much smaller and ranges only from -0.01o to 0.11% in
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our sample.
4.2 The Difference and The Explanation
In order to determine whether rf is negligible, we
use the two-tailed t test to check whether rf is
significantly different from zero.
i.e.
Table 6 summaries the results and reveals that the
biases for all ten countries are not significantly
different from zero at a 95% confidence. level
In summary, our findings support the common practice
of neglecting the product term RF, and contradicts
Mantell's conclusion. The discrepancy can be explained by
the fact.that -Mantell has used a sample in which returns
are exceptionally high or low. For example, the annual
average domestic return was as high as 39.53%, and the
annual average exchange return was as low as -25.82%. The
large absolute magnitude of Mantell's data set have
contradicted the assumption (R and F are small) for
neglecting the cross-product RF. Since both R and F are
not small, in Mantell's,sample, naturally, his findings
H0 : rf = 0
H1 : rf # 0
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support RF should not be neglected.
4.3 The Simulations
Table 7 (a) and (b) lend support to our explanation:
The former is a simulation with large returns range from
-100% to +100%. The latter is a simulation with small
returns range from -10% to +10%. From the table, we
observe three things: First, the percentage errors
rf/ (R+F+rf) x100 are larger for large returns. If we are
willing to accept a rounding error of not more than 5%,
most of the observed errors in (a) are unacceptable
whersas.over 70% of the obesorvations in (b) are
acceptable. This is understandable because as the returns
become larger, so does the product term. For example, if
both the exchange rate return and domestic return are
large and equal to 40%, the cross product will be equal to
16%. It is obvious that 16% is significant and should not
be neglected.
Second, by-contrasting the upper half observations to
the lower half observations of both Table 7(a) and 7(b),
we found that more observations are unacceptable if R and
F are of different signs. It is due to the fact that R
and F offset each other's contribution to the total
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return. As a result, the relative importance of the
product term increases.
Third, when R and. F are of the same magnitude but
different signs e.g. R equals 15% and F equals -15%, the
percentage' error equals-one.-The reason is that. R and F
exactly offset each other'-and rf' becomes the only source
of gain. Under this circumstance, neglecting rf will
induce very significant rounding error.
In conclusion, we have, to consider two factors ,in
determining-whether rf is negligible:
(1) -The- magnitude of returns. If the magnitudes are
large, neglecting rf may induce significant errors.
(2) The signs of R and F. If R and F are of different
signs, neglecting rf may induce significant errors.
4.4 Effect on 'Riskiness of Return
So far we have only discussed the effect of
neglecting the product term rf on return measurement. Now
we will' investigate the effect on measuring the riskiness
of an investment. Let VAR(SR) be the variance of return,
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if rf is neglected:
However, the true variance as shown on page 10 is:
Comparing equation (3) and (4), it is obvious that (3)
underestimates or overestimates (4) by the amount:
Neglecting RF implicitly assumes that the above
expression is equal to zero. Table 3 calculates the value
of the bias E. It shows that the biases are small and
range from -0.0005 to 0.0003.
A test of the F-ratio at 10% confidence level finds
that the two variances are not significantly differently
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from each other. Therefore, neglecting the product term
is acceptable and will not induce significant error in




5.1 Some Basic Concepts about Beta
Risks can be classified as systematic risks and
unsystematic risks. Systematic risks are risks which
cannot be diversified. Unsystematic risks are
diversifiable risks which are firm specific and industry
specific. Modern financial theories have shown that the
return variance of an investment measures the investment's
total risk, whereas beta measures the investment's
systematic risks. As the market does not compensate for
diversifiable risks and compensates only the systematic
portion of risk, beta is a more relevant risk measurement.
In the Capital Asset Pricing Model, beta is used to
measure the sensitivity of an asset to the market
portfolio. The expected return of the security i is given
by:
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In equation (4), Rm denotes the market. portfolio
return. If stock markets in different countries are
segmented, the market portfolio is usually proxied by the
local stock market index. If international stock markets
are integrated, then the market portfolio can be proxied
by the stock markets World Index.
To apply the CAPM in an international setting:
let $R=Total Return in a Common Currency (US$)
Rf=Risk Free Return
W=Market Portfolio Return,
Proxy by World Index Return
We have,
$R=Rf+B(W-Rf) (5)
Equation (5) shows the relationship between $R and
the market portfolio,which is proxied by the World Index.
It says that $R equals the risk free rate plus a risk
premium.The premium is equal to the product of the exess
of World Index return over risk free return (W-Rf)and




the sensitivity of $R to any change in World Index W.
i.e. if the World Index increases by 1%, $R will increase
by B%. In this section, we will decompose the sensitivity
factor B in order to identify the sources of systematic.
risk. This can clarify conceptually why $R is sensitive
to change in World Index. Furthermore, we will develop a
portfolio beta to measure the riskiness of a portfolio of
foreign investments.
5.2 Beta of a Single Foreign Investment
Let's start with a single foreign investment.Say a
U.S. investor wants to invest in the Japanese stock
market. The beta of the Japanese security is given by:
Now, consider the covariance term first,
From Chapter III, we have $R= R+F+RF, therefore,
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thus
Here, we can see that B can be decomposed into three
sub-betas. They are:
(1) bl: this component relates the security
return R to the market portfolio return W.
It measures the sensitivity of the security
itself to the change of the return of the
market portfolio.
(2) b2: this component relates the exchange rate
return F to the market portfolio return W.
It measures the sensitivity of exchange rate
to the change of the return of the market
portfolio.
(3) b3: this component relates the cross-product
return RF to the market portfolio return W.
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It measures the interaction between the
security return and exchange rate
return and their sensitivity to the change
of the market. portfolio return.
This decomposition of beta is a useful finding as it
clarifies that the systematic risks of a foreign
investment has three sources: the first comes from the
security the second comes from the exchange rate and the
third comes from the interaction between the first two
terms. In the next section, we will verify our derivation
with, actual.. figures and compare the relative importance of
these sub-beta.
5.2.1 Magnitude of the Sub-betas
All the three aforementioned sub-betas contribute to
the systematic risk of the foreign investment, but to
different extents. Table 8 shows relative magnitude of
the sub-betas. The fact. that br, bf and brf summed up to
the portfolio 'beta confirms the correctness of our
derivation. The table also shows that br is the heaviest-
weighted component. For example, in Italy if the World
Index moves up 1%, R will move up 0.94%, F will drop by
0.1% and rf will drop by 0.02%. As the total return is
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the sum of R, F and rf, it will move up 0.82%. In other
words, br itself accounts for the majority of the total
sensitivity. Meanwhile, we can find similar patterns in
all the remaining nine sample countries this. confirms..
the paramount importance of br. This again demonstrates
the overwhelming importance of the country index in
explaining the overall systematic risks of the foreign
investments..
5.2.2 Movement Directions of the Sub-betas
Table- 8 also shows the movement directions of br, bf
and brf The positive sign of br shows that the country
indices move in the same direction as the World Index,
while the negative sign of bf and brf shows that the
exchange rate returns move in a direction opposite to
that of the World Index.
When .we invest internationally, we can choose either
a hedged portfolio or an unhedged portfolio. If we choose
the former and hedge in the foreign exchange forward
market, foreign exchange risk can be reduced
significantly. Then the remaining risk comes mainly from
the sensitivity of the security to the change in the
market portfolio return, which is measured by br. On the
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other hand, if we choose the latter and do not hedge
against foreign exchange risk, the relevant risk
measurement is B, which is equal to the sum of br, bf and
brf.
Table 8 reveals that the*sign of br is positive while
those of bf and brf are negative. Therefore, the sum of
these three b's are smaller than br. In other words, when
we choose the hedged portfolio, we will face a even higher
level of systematic risk. e.g. if a US investor invests in
Japan, from Table 8, we know the systematic risk as
measured by beta B is 0.71. But if he chooses the hedged
strategy, the beta of this new investment will become 0.91
(br). That is, there will be a net increase of systematic
risk!
This example illustrates that although foreign
exchange hedging can reduce our exposure to foreign
exchange, fluctuation, it does not necessarily reduce the
overall systematic risk of our portfolio. Whether hedging
can reduce our overall systematic risk depends on the
signs of br and bf. If both br and bf are positive, it
can. If br is positive and bf is. negative, it cannot. So
more-risk-averse investors (e.g. pension fund) who prefer
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to expose to lower level of total systematic risk should
clarify the 'status' of br , bf before making the foreign
exchange hedging decision. Other things being equal, he
should hedge his foreign exchange risk only when br and bf
are of different signs. Otherwise, hedging will even
raise the overall systematic risk of his portfolio, which
is against his wishes.
5.3 Beta of a Portfolio of Foreign Investment
So far we have just concentrated on investing in one
foreign security. Now, we will extend our analysis to a
portfolio of foreign securities.
let:
$R= Return in Investor's Home Currency
Xi= Proportion of CapitalInvests in Country i
Ri= Index Return for Country i
Fi= Exchange Rate Return for Country i
E(.)= Expected Return of.
Cov (M,N)= Covariance between M and N
B= Beta of a Portfolio of Foreign Investments
bri= Sensitivity of the Index Return of
Country i to the Change in World Index
bfi=Sensitivity of the Exchange Rate Return
of Country i to the Change in World
Index
34
brfi= Sensitivity of the Product of the Index
Return-and Exchange Rate Return of
Country i to the Change in World Index





So in the case of two foreign securities, the above
equation shows that the total systematic risk (B) is equal
to the weighted average of the individual betas (b' s).
In general,it can easily be shown that for a
portfolio of size n, the portfolio beta is:
since B=br+bf+brf, equation (6) can be
rewritten as a more commonly known equation:
That is,the portolio beta is equal to the weighted
average of Bi of all target assets,where the weights are
the proportion of capital invested in the assets.
Equation (6) is a useful findings for international
investors because it breaks down the systematic risk into
several components and thus clarifying the sources of
systematic risks. moreover,of the betas are stable, the
equation also enables the investor to make foreign
exchange hedging decisions which fit to their own
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preference.
5.4. Stability of Beta
The Capital Asset Pricing Model is basically a one-
period model. Whether it can be used for multi-period
ex ante analysis depends on the stability of beta. In
this section, we will test the stability of the betas.
5.4.1 Methodology
A number of researches, such as Blume [26], Sharpe
and Cooper[27] .and Baes [28],have been conducted on
this, subject' by using the- transitional matrix, approach.
Under this approach, the data set is divided into two or
more subsets. For example, the first data set contains
daily return data for 500 stocks from January 1971 to
December 1975 the second data set contains daily return
data for the same 500 stocks from January 1976 to December
1980.In both data sets,. beta for each security is
assigned into-one of the ten different classes according
to its magnitude. The number of stocks remaining in the
same class, switching from class 1 to class 2, switching
from class 1 to class 3 etc. are counted. The results are
then summarized in a matrix. However, because of the
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limitation of our small sample size, it will not be
fruitful for us to use this approach.
Solnik [26] tests the stability of' beta by two
different methods. In the first method, he computes two
sets of,returns by using daily. and monthly data. These
figures are then used to compute two different betas. If
beta is stable, the two betas should be identical. In the
second method, he divides his daily return data set into
two. Each half is used to compute a beta. If beta is
stable, the two betas should be identical. We will adopt
Solnik's approaches in this thesis.
If the stock market is not efficient, daily stock
return may not be quick enough to reflect the change in
value of the stock. This time-lag effect is 1-ess
serious for monthly stock return.,Therefore, even if we
find daily return beta differs significantly from the
monthly return beta, it may be due to market inefficiency.
To overcome this problem, we will use monthly and bi-
monthly data, both of which are long enough to reduce the
effect of market inefficiency, instead of daily and
monthly data to compute the value of betas.
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5.4.2 Results
5.4.2.1 Monthly vs bimonthly
Table 9 computes the value of beta by using bi-
monthly return data. It shows that br is still the most
important source of systematic risk. However, the
relative importance among the three sub-betas has changed
a little bit: bf has become more important (from -0.11 to
-0.18).
Each entry in Table 10 is computed by dividing the
monthly. return beta from Table. 8. by. the corresponding b'i-..
monthly return beta from Table 9 If beta is stable, the
ratio should be closed to one. The average ratio for B
br, bf and brf are 1.31, 1.09, 0.71 and 0.82 respectively.
These figures-show that (1) the total return beta B is not
very stable, (2) br is quite stable and (3) bf and brf are
quite unstable. Table 10 leads us to conclude that the
fluctuating- foreign exchange rate is a very important
source. of instability of..- the total return beta B. Table
10 also. shows that the total return beta B of Belgium,
Canada and France are quite stable.
5.4.2.2 Period 1 vs period 2
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Table 11(a) lists the betas which are computed by
using data from October, 1985 to May, 1987. Table 11(b)
lists the betas which are computed by using data from May,
1987 to December,1988. Furthermore, each entry in Table
11(c) is obtained by dividing the Period 1 beta by the
corresponding Period 2 beta.If beta is stable, the ratio
should be closed to one.
Table 11(c) shows that the average ratio for br, bf
and brf are 0.82, -5.06 and -0.22 respectively. These
figures again demonstrate that br is much more stable than
bf and brf (because 0.82 is very closed to 1). Table
11(c)also xeveals that none of the tota1 return beta B is
stable,whereas br for Canada and France are quite stable.
5.4.2.3 Sources of instability
Table 12 and Table 13 are used to identify the
sources of beta instability. Table 12 is obtained by
subtracting betas of Table 9 from the corresponding betas
of Table 8. Similarly, Table 13 is obtained by
subtracting betas of Table 11(b) from the corresponding
betas of Table 11(a). The last rows in both Table 12 and
13 represent the mean of absolute changes in beta. Beta
is described as unstable no matter it increases or
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decreases. Therefore, the absolute value of change is
considered in order to avoid the offsetting effect among
the sample countries.
Table 12 shows that about half (0.08) of the
instability of B comes from br while the other half comes
form bf and brf (0.07). We found a very similar
phenomenon from Table 13: half of the instability of B
comes from br (0.36) and half from b f and br f (0.37).
In summary, our analysis found that:
(1) most of the total return betas B's are quite
unstable,
(2) relatively speaking, br is much more stable than bf
and brf i.e. the percentage changes in br are
smaller than the percentage changes in bf and brf'
-absolutely speaking, half of the instability of B
comes.. from br whereas the remaining half comes





Since international investment inevitably involves
currency conversion in the beginning and at the end of the
investment, currency risk is inherited. In Chapter III of
this thesis, we have analyzed the effect of foreign
exchange rate on international investment. It has been
shown that exchange rate affects an investment's risk and
return through its influence on the inter-country
correlation structure. The influence might be significant
and could not be neglected.
It is a common practice to assume the return of a
foreign' investment to be equal to the sum of the foreign
security return and the exchange rate return.'i.e. $R R'
+ F. In Chapter IV, we have focused on the validity of
this assumption. Contrasts to Mantell's finding, we found
the assumption is valid as the product term (rf) was not
significantly different from zero. We attributed* the
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difference between Mantell's findings and ours to the
.-large. magnitude of returns in. Manteil' s sample. We have
also found that as a general guideline: (1) if the
magnitude of returns are large or (2) the sign between the
security return and exchange rate return is different, it
is likely that neglecting the product term rf will either
underestimate or overestimate the true returns.
Beta is one of the most popular risk measurements.
It measures an asset's sensitivity to the market
portfolio. In international investment, this
sensitivity has several sources. In Chapter V of this
thesis,the beta of a. forign investment is decomposed in
order to identify these- sources It has 'been shown that-
the asset's sensitivity to the market portfolio has three
sources. The-first comes from the asset itself (br), the
second comes from the exchange rate (bf), and the third
comes from the interaction between the former two (brf).
In general,..the most important source is br,-the next most
important. source is bf and the least important source is
brf.The analysis was then extended to a portfolio of
foreign investments. It has been shown that, in general,
the beta of a.portfolio of foreign assets is equal to the
weighted average of the asset betas (br's), the exchange
rate beta's (bf's) and the interaction betas (brf's).
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This finding is useful because it clarifies the sources of
systematic risks and may help investors to make foreign
exchange hedging decisions.
Whether our decomposition of beta can help investors
to make hedging decisions depends on the stability of
betas. The Capital Asset Pricing Model is basically a one
period model. In order to apply the model in ex ante
setting, beta must be stable. In general, the total
return betas B's of our sample countries were-found to be
unstable. Further investigation found that half of the
instability comes from b while half from bf and brf.
Moreover, the betas for-France and Canada were found to be
quite stable. This implies that our decomposition of
betas can help investors make foreign exchange hedging
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TABLE 1: Exchange Rate Effect on Risk and Return
YenUS$











TABLE 2(a): Intercountry Correlation Structure, U.S. Viewpoint








































TABLE 2(b): Intercountry Correlation Structure, Japan Viewpoint
PEARSPON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS/ PR(7l1 IRI UNDER F10:RN0=0/ NUMBER bF OBSERVATIONS
JR4 JR8 JRC JRF JRG JRI JRJ JRN JRS JRU
JRA 1.00000 0.47061 0.72016 0.57774 0.40556 0.37342 0.31253 0.49167 0.36710 0.75919
0.0000 0.0024. 0.0001 0.0001 0.0115 0.0209 0.0561 0.0017 0.0233 0.0001
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
JRB 0.47861 1.00000 0.33771 0.67465 O.67355 0.58015 0.51310 0.67008 0.50055 0.50034
0.0024 0.0000 0.0381 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0010 0.0001 0.0014 0.0014
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
JKC. 0.72016 0.33771 1.00000 0.40707 0125119 0.31689 0.08483 0.36446 0.67750 0.40288
0.0001 0.0381 0.0000 0.0019 0.1282 0.0526 0.6126 0.0245 0.0001 0.0021
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
JRF 0.57774 0.67465 0.40707 1.00000 0.70256 0.65079 0.44031 0.52317 0.46967 0.47683
0.0001 0.0001 0.0019 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0057 0.0006 0.0029 0.0025
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
JRG 0.40556 0.67355 0.25119 0.70256 1.00000 0.49200 0.34903 0.14027 0.40964 0.44229
0.0115 0.0001 0.1282 0.0001 0.0000 0.0017 0.0317 0.0001 0.0106 O.OU54
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
JRI 0.3734 0.58815 0.31689 0.65079 0.49280 1.00000 0.50999 0.50920 0.37097 0.37503
0.0209 0.0001 0.0526 0.0001 0.0017 0.0000 0.0011 0.0011 0.0190 0.0203
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
JKJ 0.31253 0.51310 0.08483. 0.44031 0.34903 0.50998 1.00000 0.40358 0.11090.31861
3.0561 0.0010 0.6126. 0.0057. 0.0317 0.0011 0.0000 0.0021 0.5073 0.0512
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
JRN 0.49167 0.67000 0.36446 0.52317 0.74027 0.50920 0.48358 1.00000 0.55003 0.62923
0.0017 0.0001 0.0245 0.0008 0.0001 0.0011 0.0021 0.0000 0.0003 0.0001
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
JKS 0.36713 0.50055 0.67759 0.46967. 0.40964 0.37897 0.11094 0.55003 1.00000 0.38980
0.0233 0.0014 0.0001 0.0029 0.0106 0.0190 0.5073 0.0003 0.0000 0.0156
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
JRU 0.75919 0.50034 0.48209 0.47683 0.44229 0.37503 0.31861 0.62923 0.38900 1.00000
0.0001 0.0014 0.0021 0.0025. 0.0054 0.0203 0.0512 0.0001 0.0155 0.0000
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
TABLE 31 Decomposition of Variance
COUNTRY VAR(R) VAR(F) VAR(RF)2COY(R,F) 2COV(R,RF) 12COV(F,RF) YAR($TR). VAR($BR) BIAS VAR($BR)/
VAR($TR)
BELGIUM 0.005290 0.001394 0.000010 0.001160 -0.000188 0.000058 0.007124 0.007044 0.000120 1.016063
CANADA 0.005951 0.000158 0.000001 -0.000120 0.000066 0.000084 0.006140 0.005989 -0.000151 0.987631
FRANCE 0.006057 0.001123 0.000010 -0.000106 -0.0000561 0.000010 0.007038 0.007875 0.000037 1.017627
GERMANY 0.006100 0.001359 0.000012 0.001100 -0.000280 -0.000084 0.008288 0.008639 0.000352 1.041402
ITALY 0.007455 0.001209 0.000016 0.000540 -0.000148 0.000088 0.009160 0.009204 0.000044 1.005891
JAPAN 0.003827 0.001509 0.000006 0.000104 -0.00106 0.000015 0.005355 0.005440 0.000085 1.015722
NEINERLAND 0.003580 0.001352 0.000007 0.002109 -0.0001961 -0.000004 0.006848 0.007041 0.000192 1.028200
SNITZERLAND 0.003949 0.006010 0.000041 0.002315 -0.000280 0.000680 0.012715 0.012274 -0.000441 0.951861
U.K. 0.004264 0.001206 0.000008 0.000720 -0.0002601 -0.000024 0.005914 0.006190 0.000276 1.045699
4 A r-test shoes that the two variance are not significantlydifferent from each other.
Table 4: Correlation Matrices
BEL CAN FRA GER ITA JAP NET SWI UK
A: Stock Market Returns in Local Currencies
0.62983 0.67495 0.56657 0.51204 0.39682 0.36837 0.73867 0.71350 0.83453U.S.A.
0.47207 0.66486 0.6325B 0.55122 0.47790 0.62317 0.65819 0.56091BELGIUM
0.51711 0.32895 0.34810 0.16787 0.59240 0.60912 0.58130CANADA
FRANCE 0.68300 0.61583 0.40041 0.48158 0.61935 0.44998
0.28677 0.71110
GERMANY 0.45800 0.84701 0.45104
ITALY 0.46842 0.44067 0.46687 0.37089
JAPAN 0.45729 0.31624 0.34349
NETHERLANDS 0.82576 0.73022
SWITZERLAND 0.62514
B: Exchange Rate Changes against U.S.Dollar e
BELGIUM 0.01202 0.97274 0.96235 0.96137 0.81566 0.98230 0.44591 0.70952
-0.06564 -0.05111 -0.06031 -0.04839CANADA 0.00229 0.05065 0.13949
FRANCE 0.96234 0.96065 0.83627 0.98193 0.42B75 0.72563
GERMANY 0.98761 0.83509 0.99870 0.46019 0.71791
ITALY 0.85058 0.98545 0.48000 0.70716
JAPAN 0.84556 0.36570 0.77441
NETHERLANDS 0.4450B 0.73474
SWITZERLAND 0.20826
C. Stock/Exchange Markets Cross-Correlation
-0.19601U.S.A. 0.13779 0.15920 0.15920 0.21388 0.18206 0.21252 0.17578 0.24446
-0.20313BELGIUM 0.21277 0.20915 0.20915 0.22844 0.18818 0.22909 0.19836 0.16685
-0.00959 -0.06201 -0.02140 -0.02140
-0.01831CANADA 0.02742 0.00725 0.02011 0.54374
-0.03834 -0.08573 -0.01936 -0.01936 -0.02455 -0.07039 -0.02101FRANCE 0.09013 0.04916
-0.06366GERMANY 0.20473 0.19346 0.19346 0.18997 0.20095 0.18B660.02128 0.19604
-0.09377ITALY 0.11813 0.14533 0.14533 0.11832 0.04444 0.11482 0.11662 0.08965
-0.33249 0.02168
-0.07820JAPAN 0.14588 0.18915 0.18915 0.17877 0.17118 0.03296
-0.20260NETHERLANDS 0.45377 0.45663 0.45663 0.78047 0.34417 0.17923 0.27509 0.31427
-0.05876SWITZERLAND 0.36139 0.35275 0.35275 0.37171 0.41980 0.37507 0.23579 0.32884
-0.17612U.K. 0.14698 0.14643 0.14643 0.21292 0.17910 0.20966 0.21207 0.15954
All non-zero entries in A is statistically significant at least at the ten percent
level, except for the correlation between Japan and Canada.
I All non-zero entries in B is statistically significant at least at the ten percent
level, except for the correlation between U.K. and Switzerland, and the correlation
between Canada and other. countries.
Each entry in C denotes the-correlation betveen the row stock market returns in the
local currency and the column exchange rate changes.
All non-zero entries in B is statistically significant at least at the ten percent
level, except the correlation betveen the Netherlands stock index and other countries'
exchange rates, and the correlation between Switzerland stock index and other
counries' exchange rates.
TABLE 5: Country Return Ranking
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TABLE 7(a): Percentage Error Simulation with Large Returns*
R\ F 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 1.00
-1.00 0.250.20 0.300.05 0.10 0.15 1.00
-0.75-0.30 0.60 1.000.23 0.380.06 0.13
-0.25 -0.500.06 0.27 0.50 1.00 3.000.14
-1.50-0.20 -0.330.06 0.38 1.000.17
-1.50 -0.60 -0.43 -0.21-0.15 0.07 0.23 1.00
-0.20 -0.18 -0.13-0.25-0.10 -0.430.09 1.00
-0.07 -0.07 -0.06-0.05 -0.11 -0.06-0.081.00
0.04 0.040.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.050.05
0.06 0.07 0.070.03 0.05 0.06 0.080.10
0.070.15 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.12
0.040.20 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.140.08
0.04 0.110.25 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.17
0.040.30 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.19
0.051.00 0.08 0.12 0.14 0.17 0.330.19
TABLE 7(b): Percentage Error Simulation with Small Returns
R\ F 0.01. 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09
-0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.011.00
-0.03 -0.14 -0.08 -0.05-0.060.01 0.06 1.00
-0.05 -0.13-0.210.01 0.03 0.07 0.17 1.00
-0.07 -0.460.01 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.15 1.00
-0.09 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.10 0.24 1.00
0.04
-0.10 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.09 0.19 0.4 7
0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.03 0.01 0.01 0.020.01 0.02 0.02 0.02
0.05 0.01 0.01 0.020.02 0.03 0.030.02
0.07 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04
0.09 0.020.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04
0.10 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.050.03 0.04
*Percentage Error= RF/ (R + F+ RF)
TABLE 8: Decompostion of Beta*
























ETA($R)=COV($R -W)/ VAR (.W)
TABLE9:Decompostion of Beta, Bi-monthly*



















0.83 -0.18 -0.03 0.64AVERAGE
TABLE 10: Beta Stability*
COUNTRY BETA(R) BETA(F) BETA(RF) BETA($R
U.S.A.--- 1.08 1.08
-1-:14BELGIUM 0.98--- 0.65 1.07
.1.02CANADA 1.57 0.99
FRANCE 0.90 0.72 0.64 0.95
.GERMANY 1.19 0.53 0.84 1.47
-ITALY 1.00. 0.61 0.40 1.12
JAPAN 1.01 0.59 0.79 1.26
NETHERLAND 1.17 0.53 1.01 1.45
SWITZERLAN 1.39 0.26 1.61 2.43
U.K. 1.16 0.92 0.93 1.23
AVERAGE' 1.0 9 0.71 0.82 1.31
Beta (monthly)/ Beta (bi-monthly)
TABLE 11(a): Decomposition of Betas, Period 1
COUNTRY BETA(R)+ BETA(F)+ BETA(RF)= BETA(RR)
U.S.A. 0.85 0.00 0.00 0.85
-0.36 -0.01BELGIUM 0.64 0.26
-0.11 -0.01CANADA 0.79 .0.67
-0.26FRANCE 1.05 0.00 0.80
-0.27GERMANY-- 0.49 0.03 0.24
-0.20ITALY 1.22 0.00 1.02
'0.63
-0.34JAPAN 0.98 .0.01
-0.28NETHERLAND 0.44 0.00 0.16
-0.20SWIT.ZERLAN 0.41 0.01 0.22
-0.43 -0.01U.K. 0.71 0.27
AVERAGE 0.88 -0.27 0.00 :'0.76
TABLE 11(b): Decomposition of Betas, Period 2
COUNTRY BETA(R)+ BETA(F)+ BETA(RF)= BETA($R)
U.S.A. 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.97
-0.14BELGIUM 1.28 0.08 1.32
-0.11CANADA 0.94 0.01 0.84
-0.04FRANCE 1.14 0.05 1.15
-0.05GERMANY 1.08 0.11 1.13
-0.02ITALY 0.70 0.03 0.70
-0.03JAPAN 0.81 0.03 0.76
-0.05NETHERLAND 0.97 0.11 1.03
-0.05SWITZERLAN 0.97 0.11 1.02
-0.05U.K. 1.00 0.04 0.98
AVERAGE. 0.98 0.05. -0.05 0.99
Table 11(c) :Stability of Beta
COUNTRY BETA(R) BETA (F) BETA (RF) BETA ($R
U.S.A. 0.88 0.88BELGIUM
-4.570.50 0.08 0.20
-1.77CANADA 0.84 1.02 0.81
-5.45 -0.11FRANCE 0.92 0.69
-2.47 -0.47GERMANY 0.46 0.22
-0.10ITALY 1.76 6.59 1.45
-10.68JAPAN 1.20 0.38 0.83
-2.67NETHERLAND 0.46 0.00 0.16
-1.87 -0.15SWITZERLAN 0.43 0.21
-12.23U.K. 0.72 0.15 0.28
AVERAGE 0.82 -5.06 -0.22 0.57
BETA(Period 1)/BETA(Period 2)
TABLE 12: Sources of Beta Instability
Monthly vs Bi-monthly
COUNTRY BETA (R) BETA (F) BETA(RF) BETA ($R)
-0.06U.S.A. -0.060.00 0.00
-0.07BELGIUM -0.050.02 0.00










MEAN* 0.08 0.07 0.00 0.13
*Average of Absoulte Changes
TABLE 13: Sources of Beta Instability
Period 1 vs Period 2
COUNTRY BETA (R) BETA (F) BETA (RF) BETA ($R)
U.S.A. 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.12
0.44BELGIUM -0.130.64 1.06
CANADA 0.15 0.00 0.01 0.16
-0.04FRANCE 0.09 0.30 0.35
GERMANY -0.080.59 0.38 0.89
-0.53ITALY -0.03 -0.320.23
-0.16JAPAN -0.020.37 0.13
NETHERLAN -0.050.53 0.39 0.87
SWITZERLA -0.060.56 0.31 0.80
U.K. 0.47 -0.040.28 0.71
MEAN* 0.36 0.32 0.07 0.54
*Average of Absoulte Changes


